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Susan Shantz’s art practice is recognized for its

immersive, thought-provoking and poetic

explorations of the connections between humans

and nature. Through intense research and a

heightened sensibility towards the materiality of

her sculptural forms, Shantz creates both visceral

and conceptual spaces that investigate nature as

a cultural construct, being “suspicious” of and

intrigued by “the versions of nature we

continuously invent”.1 “Through her art, Shantz

illustrates how our culture removes itself from our

origins in nature, in spite of the fact that nature is

the source of both our sustenance and well-

being.”2

Confluence presents Shantz’s more recent

explorations into the water sources that sustain

us on the Prairies, the water that ultimately makes

up 70% of our bodies. Invited by scientists to

participate in field study of water sources through

the University of Saskatchewan, Shantz has

investigated the flow of water, from the glaciers

and snow melt of the Rocky Mountains of Alberta

across the prairies in the South and North

Saskatchewan rivers, feeding the Qu’Appelle

Valley water systems (including Buffalo Pound

Lake which provides water to Moose Jaw, Regina

and surrounding areas), and joining to create an

enormous delta near the Manitoba border. Shantz

states, “While I experience the river near my

home [in Saskatoon] as a natural phenomenon

and place of beauty, after learning more about

the river from scientific and environmental

perspectives, I have come to realize it is a highly-

managed water source. It sustains us, but with a

cost for those downstream. Drawing on field trips

to sites along the river, I use a variety of media

(from textiles to videography) to consider the

currents that connect us in this prairie water

basin.”3

Shantz has been described as a collector, a

reference to her practice of gathering or

amassing found objects that are modified and

arranged to dialogue in the gallery space,

presenting an “object-language” that “allows new

and re-arranged narratives to emerge”.4 Her

found objects are often modified through acts of

‘making’, through sewing or embroidery, which

domesticate and transform the objects through

an intimate act of the artist’s hand. River Wear (for
managers) is a prime example of this in the

exhibition, where embroidery depicting three

locations (glacial source, prairie meander and

delta dispersion) are presented like spines

running down the backs of white, collared shirts. 

Shantz employs embroidery or sewing as a

means of drawing, such as in the work

Confluence, where a hand-sewn map of

waterways on fabric panels of an enlarged

bookwork elegantly cascades down the gallery

wall and across the floor.  The intimate act of

pulling thread through fabric here serves as an

analogy for water carving the landscape. This

form of markmaking through sewing draws

connections to the body and domesticated

spaces, alluding to the embodiment of place and

representing embodied ways of knowing. 

Shantz’s drawings, whether created with thread

or as cut-outs, are a means of disturbance, a

form of disorder that breaks up the pristine grids

presented within the exhibition space, in the tarps

and the pages and fabric panels of the

bookworks. These grids reference Shantz’s

Confluence

(opposite) Installation view of River Wear (for managers),
found objects, embroidery, 137.2 x 35.6 x 94.0 cm (each),
2019 and River Wear: Current, video, 9:27 min, 2020
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research and artistic sources of maps and books,

but they also speak to the colonialist practice of

imposing order onto the landscape, a construct

of grid systems or frameworks to map out the

land. The installation piece, Water Basin I
(Saskatchewan River), presents the waterways

that run from Alberta across Saskatchewan to

Lake Winnipeg through an enlarged map that is

cut out of suspended tarps. The cut-out drawing

causes the grid form to collapse, especially where

larger bodies of water are located, introducing

chaos into the imposed order, which plays out in

the wonderful layering of shadows on the floor

and walls of the space. This sense of chaos

perhaps speaks to the threat of climate change

we are currently facing, where natural events are

becoming more chaotic and unpredictable. 

Shantz’s embrace of materiality in her work, in the

tarps, fabrics and paper, is informed by Post-

Minimalism, giving nods to the work of Robert

Morris and Eva Hesse. Much like Hesse’s hanging

fabrics and, even, Betty Goodwin’s tarpaulins,

these ‘screens’ present like skins, metaphorical

references to the body, and allude to its

embodiment of water. Through the interplay of

the exhibition’s various installations and works,

Shantz invites us to consider our own sense of

intimacy with place, how we come to embody

place by taking into our own bodies the water

sourced from Saskatchewan’s rivers and lakes.

Confluence encourages viewers to consider the

interconnectedness and fragility of our water

sources, the environmental impacts of human

progress on our water systems and how these

impacts will ultimately affect us all.

Jennifer McRorie
Curator

1.  Susan Shantz, quote from Canopy (Saskatoon: Mendel Art Gallery,
2007), p.5.

2.  John K. Grande, Susan Shantz - Nature in Parentheses: Between
Creation and Manufacture, Canopy (Saskatoon, Mendel Art Gallery,
2007), p.11.

3.  Susan Shantz, unpublished Artist Statement for Confluence exhibition,
Moose Jaw Museum & Art Gallery, 2022.

4.  Alexandra Badzak, Introduction, Canopy (Saskatoon: Mendel Art
Gallery, 2007), p.8.

(opposite) Confluence II (Bow/Oldman/ 

Red Deer/South Saskatchewan Rivers)

bookwork; mixed media on pellon
312.4 x 426.7 x 782.3 cm, 2020-2021 

(below) Detail of Confluence II (Bow/Oldman/ 

Red Deer/South Saskatchewan Rivers)

bookwork; mixed media on pellon
312.4 x 426.7 x 782.3 cm, 2020-2021  
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(top) Confluence I (Bow/Oldman/Red Deer/South

Saskatchewan Rivers), bookwork; paper, embroidery
thread, 188.0 x 24.1 x 7.6 cm, 2017

(bottom) Detail of River Wear (for managers), found
objects, embroidery, 137.2 x 35.6 x 94.0 cm (each), 2019
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Flying Over
Amongst the resonances that stay with me

regarding the myriad thoughts, experiences, and

feelings offered by Susan Shantz’s exhibition,

Confluence, the sense of a fly-over above an

ever-shifting land and waterscape remains. It

must be said that this effect is in part associated

in my memory with the exhibition on-screen, with

Susan herself gently piloting a Zoom device

amidst her works, tilting and bobbing between

the large format installations, tiny maps, videos,

and sculptural works.1

In the late1980s I had the opportunity to live in

Northern Canada for a two-year period, working

as a teacher alongside my wife, Barbara, in a

government school in the community of

Igluligaarjuk, Nunavut — referred to as

Chesterfield Inlet, N.W.T., at the time. Our

periodic travels there from southern Canada

involved flying in a prop plane small enough to

land on the remote airstrips in such settlements

that had been imposed upon the region in the

1950s. During those flights, our gazes would be

fixed through the windows, cast downward

towards a lacework of land and water or

variegated ice and snow, depending on the

season. Flying above the North the topography

captivated us, while sometimes our hearts would

be in our mouths as we floated from one

community to another (picking up and dropping

off passengers), the shadow of our tiny plane

persistent upon the ground never far below.

My screen-based interaction with the work

suggested that I was surrounded by and

embodied within the work, but it also left me

without a body: the impulse to touch was met by

being unable to touch. This decentering was by

turns troubling and productive. The shadowy

layering of the edges of the tarps and their river

silhouettes speak to the fraught evidence of

colonization that the gridding and mapping of

Canadian Prairie land still bears, a system that

imputes onto those plains, waters controls and

oppressions that remain intact today. Such a

program also points to the increasingly

deteriorating relationships between the

environment and the humans and the more than

humans who inhabit those spaces, albeit with

differing histories, time signatures, and—for

humans—ethical bearings.

Susan Shantz’s wondrous, Water Basin I, which 
forms a centerpiece to Confluence, is a vast 
cutwork “ceiling,” delineating where the river 
begins at the Saskatchewan glacier in the 
Rockies of Alberta, then describing its 
conjunction with other small rivers before 
becoming the North and South Saskatchewan, 
and through a diversion at the Gardiner Dam, 
meandering through the Qu’Appelle Valley. The 
work is made of a set of 4 giant blue tarpaulins,

anchored variously to the walls and ceiling of the

gallery, with spotlights raking across the shiny 
plastic surfaces that stretch and pull, with an 
occasional water-like tendril slipping away 
downward towards the floor of the gallery. Light

also floods through the brilliant hue of the tarps to

produce multi-tonal shadow plays on the floor 
and walls of the gallery. It is this effect that brings

my Northern flight memories to mind. 

Susan Shantz: Flow and Vigilance

Shantz, Susan
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Water Basin I (Saskatchewan River),
installation; 4 tarps

259.1 x 1280.2 x 853.4cm
2018-2019
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Confluences
Susan Shantz’s exhibition is largely the result of

research investigations, journeys, and creative

experiments made alongside colleagues from the

School of the Environment at the University of

Saskatchewan.2 The projects occurred in

contexts where her investments as an artist

offered alternative responses to curiosity, relative

to the work of counting, recording, and carefully

observing as a means to knowledge production

that scientists regularly embrace. Part

collaborator and part visual poet, the artist brings

to the river confluences the kinds of probing that

acknowledge mystery, complexity, and the

importance of unanswered questions and not

knowing that foregrounds other possibilities.

One of these possibilities is in Shantz’s title itself:

Confluence.  I recently had the privilege to work

as a co-curator with Indigenous photographer

and storyteller Jeff Thomas, whose own cultural

and creative commitments centre on confluences.

Our project, the exhibition GardenShip and
State,3 has both literally and metaphorically been

set at the meeting points of rivers. So that has

encouraged me, in writing this piece, to seek to

more deeply ponder the questions and inferences

that the title of Susan Shantz’s exhibition

highlights. And, in doing so, I turned to my

colleague, Jeff, to ask what confluence means for

him: 

      The word “confluence” is a pillar for my

practice, which I use as a place determined

by the natural route rivers take, and as a

meeting place for ancient Indigenous people.

Today, the confluence dynamic is a symbol

for building allies among all people, as my

ancestors believed and carried out in the

1613 Two Row Treaty.4

Maps and Stitches
As one moves through the exhibition, the results

of additive, methodical, and creative practices are

consistently apparent. The artist relies on the

work of the hand as an index of time and careful

labor in several artworks, particularly Confluence II
(Bow/Oldman/Red Deer/South Saskatchewan
Rivers), and River Wear (for managers). The

former is delicately stitched and drawn across a

Bloom (Buffalo Pound Lake)

inkjet print on dibond
30. 5 x 96.5 x 2.5 cm
2020
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span of fabric affixed to rectangular structures

that are presented on the gallery wall and

continue somewhat casually downward and onto

the floor to undermine the rigidity of the inherited

grid to which the format refers. They also echo a

smaller unfolding book structure located on an

adjacent table, entitled, Confluence I. The large

work bears the careful buildup of thousands of

blue stitches in multiple tones of embroidery

floss, intersected with sometimes precise and

other times loosely drawn lines referencing

badlands formations and numerous other

topographical incidents. The combination is a

reminder of the meditative commitments of such

crafting, including embroidery and drawing, and

the ideas and questions that might be inferred

from those strategies. One question that comes

to mind is whether the artist’s heritage, related as

it is to Mennonite communities, is alluded to via

the attitudes and value systems that intersect

with such venerable, domestic practices.

In an earlier text I wrote that related water and

artistic expression to activism and critique, I

referred to the work of French philosopher Michel

Serres; I think that some of those ideas bear

repeating here.5 Among Serres’ writings, the

influential book, Le Contrat Naturel, pushes for

the establishment of a natural contract between

humans and the earth that could enable a

renewed system of balance and reciprocity. In

making his case, Serres observes that as a result

of a historically determined need for mere social

contracts many have:

      abandoned the bond that connects us to the

world, the one that binds the time passing

and flowing outside, the bond that relates

the social sciences to the sciences of the

universe, history to geography, law to nature,

politics to physics, the bond that allows our

language to communicate with mute,

passive obscure things . . . [but] we can no

longer neglect this bond.6

Another section of the book, entitled “The

Religious,” invokes the manner in which many

religious practitioners pray according to the hours

of the day and night. Serres reminds us that such

acts are not about spending time but sustaining

it. Indeed, he says that, like Penelope (in The
Odyssey) who never left her loom, “religion

presses, spins, knots, assembles, gathers, binds,

connects, lifts up, reads or sings the elements of

time.”7 And, offering us a picture of the religious

as woven within the world through time, he adds,

“The term religion expresses exactly this

trajectory, this review or prolonging whose

opposite is called negligence, the negligence that

incessantly loses the memory of these strange

actions and words.”8

Gazing & Vigilance

     From its origins in the Saskatchewan glacier

in the Columbia Icefield of the Rocky

Mountains, the kisiskaciwani-sipy (swift

flowing river) flows 1287 km east towards the

Alberta-Saskatchewan border and beyond,

where it joins the mighty South

Saskatchewan River at the Saskatchewan

In the exhibition Susan Shantz presents a video

entitled River Wear: Current in which a woman’s 
hand is shown sewing, pulling thread through 
fabric, in a manner reminiscent of water moving

through the landscape. The video layers together

images of a river’s surface so that the sewing 
appears immersed in water, prolonged and 
sustained. Set alongside the video, three ironing

boards supporting men’s shirts with stitched 
rivers running down their backs are presented. 
The work entitled River Wear (for managers) 
appears grimly humorous amidst the ruminative

subtlety of many of the works, presenting as it 
does emblems of power as surfaces for other 
considerations and practices, shown in a manner

that makes them prone and vulnerable. 

Shantz, Susan
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River Forks. Together these watery bodies

become the Saskatchewan River, which

winds its way across the prairies, flowing into

Lake Winnipeg in Manitoba. The waters of

Lake Winnipeg eventually flow out into the

Hudson’s Bay and make their way up into the

Arctic Ocean and out into the North Atlantic

and rejoin the earth’s water cycle. These

humble waters that cut across the prairies

eventually make their way into broader earth

water/hydrogeological systems, making the

struggles of unassuming prairie rivers a

matter of global concern.9

On first entering the space of Confluence, viewers

encounter a circular aperture set in the wall,

where they see a video documenting the

changing surface of a lake. It is entitled Sentinel
(Buffalo Pound Lake). A forty-nine-minute loop

produced from still images made by a trail cam

mounted on a buoy in the lake by the Global

Institute for Water Security, University of

Saskatchewan, the piece is comprised of images

taken between dawn and dusk each day, from

May to September 2018. To complete the work,

Shantz stitched together photo sequences that

mark various changes to the water’s surface, and

that show noteworthy incidences such as the

onset of an algae bloom. Resonant with

Métis/otipemisiw scholar Zoe Todd’s careful

description quoted above, which articulates a

narrative of the river waters moving across the

land, through lake systems and into the ocean,

this video acts foremost as a witness. Here the

artist’s poetics are nuanced by the simple

imparting of plain evidence of the daily exigencies

and precariousness to which water is subject.

The attitude of “non-negligence” that Michel

Serres calls for in Le Contrat Naturel is thus

enacted through the eye of the camera, and the

work of the artist. The product of daily recording

and of Susan Shantz’s subtle choosing and

assembling offers us an opportunity for gazing

that beckons our vigilance. 

Patrick Mahon
February 2022

Patrick Mahon is an artist, a writer/curator, and

a Professor of Visual Arts at Western University, in

London, Canada. Recent solo and group

exhibitions include Patrick Mahon: Messagers’
Forum, Thames Art Gallery, Chatham, On (2020-

21); Written on the Earth, McIntosh Gallery,

London, ON, curated by Helen Gregory, (group

exhibition, 2021); and GardenShip and State,

Museum London, London, ON, co-curated by

Patrick Mahon and Jeff Thomas, (group

exhibition, 2021-22, and ongoing community

projects, beginning 2021). Patrick’s work is

included in numerous private, corporate, and

museum collections.

1. Owing to the Covid pandemic, it was necessary to view the exhibition
remotely, on January 31, 2022, before writing this essay. I am grateful to
Susan Shantz, Jennifer McRorie, and the staff of the MJMAG for their
facilitation of my tour. I respectfully acknowledge that the exhibition is
located on Treaty Four, the traditional lands of the Nêhiyawak (Plains
Cree), Ojibwe, Nahkawé (Saulteaux), and Nakota, Lakota and Dakota
(Assiniboine) and the homeland of the Métis Nation.

2. Susan Shantz has been working on collaborative and individual projects
related to this exhibition since 2016.

3. Museum London, October 2021 – January 2022.
4. Email conversation between Patrick Mahon and Jeff Thomas, 
   February 7, 2022.
5. See Mahon, Patrick. “Pictures, Time, Colour, and Apology: Some Terms

of Address Regarding Art about Water.” The Source: Rethinking Water
Through Contemporary Art. Rodman Hall Art Centre, 2017, pp. 16-25

6. Serres, Michel. Le Contrat Naturel. University of Michigan Press, 1992,
p. 48.

7. Ibid.
8. Idid., p.47.
9. Todd, Zoe. “Fish, Kin and Hope: Tending to Water Violations in

amiskwaciwâskahikan and Treaty Six Territory.” Afterall: A Journal of Art,
Context and Inquiry, vol. 43, no 1, 2017, pp. 102-107.

(opposite top left) Detail of Confluence I (Bow/Oldman/Red

Deer/South Saskatchewan Rivers), bookwork; paper,
embroidery thread, 188.0 x 24.1 x 7.6 cm, 2017 

(opposite top right) Installation view of River Wear (for managers),
found objects, embroidery, 137.2 x 35.6 x 94.0 cm (each), 2019 and
River Wear: Current, video, 9:27 min, 2020
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(centre) Installation view; foreground: Confluence II

(Bow/Oldman/Red Deer/ South
Saskatchewan Rivers), bookwork; mixed

media on pellon, 312.4 x 426.7 x 782.3 cm, 2020-2021

(bottom) Installation view of Melt: Saskatchewan River,

Seven Persons Creek, Swift Current Creek, 
3 watershed videos, 2018-2020
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Susan Shantz is as Saskatoon artist and

Professor of sculpture and mixed media art in the

Department of Art and Art History at the

University of Saskatchewan. She has been

featured in solo and group exhibitions in public

and artist-run galleries across Canada and

internationally and supported with grants from

the Canada Council, Ontario Arts Council, SK

Arts and the British Columbia Arts Council. Her

work is in public art collections including the

Canada Council, SK Arts, Remai Modern (Mendel

Collection), MacKenzie Art Gallery, Art Gallery of

Greater Victoria, Art Gallery of Hamilton, Museum

London, Canadian Clay and Glass Gallery,

Burlington Cultural Centre and in private

collections. See: susanshantz.com

Shantz’s mixed-media installations include

textiles, found objects and video exploring our

cultural connections to nature. In developing the

artworks for Confluence, Shantz was informed by

working with environmental scientists on

collaborative, community and teaching projects

including Delta Days, Becoming Water/Being
Water and the City of Saskatoon public art

project, We Are The River. A similar digital

billboard project in Moose Jaw, We Are The Lake,

corresponded with this exhibition. Earlier versions

of some of the works in Confluence were shown

in Currents at the Duggan House Residency and

Artwalk, Esplanade Gallery, Medicine Hat, Alberta

in 2019. 

1.   Water Basin I (Saskatchewan River),

installation; 4 tarps, 259.1 x 1280.2 x 853.4

cm, 2018-2019

2.   Water Basin II, coloured pen on paper, 45.7 x

31.8 x 3.2 cm, 2019

3.   Confluence I (Bow/Oldman/Red Deer/South

Saskatchewan Rivers), bookwork; paper,

embroidery thread, 188.0 x 24.1 x 7.6 cm,

2017

4.   Confluence II (Bow/Oldman/Red Deer/ South

Saskatchewan Rivers), bookwork; mixed

media on pellon, 312.4 x 426.7 x 782.3 cm,

2020-2021

5.   Source (Glacial Falls), inkjet prints on vinyl

(10), 61.0 x 80.6 cm each, 2019

6.   River Wear (for managers), found objects,

embroidery, video, 137.2 x 35.6 x 94.0 cm

(each), 2019

7.   River Wear: Current, video (looped), 9:27 min,

2020

8.   Melt: Saskatchewan River, Seven Persons
Creek, Swift Current Creek, 3 watershed

videos (looped); projection: 5:56 m in; monitor

(left) 9:56 min; monitor (right): 8:54 min, 2018-

2020

9.   Sentinel (Buffalo Pound Lake), video (looped),

49:18 min, 2020-2021

     Images used by the artist with permission of 

     the Global Institute for Water Security

10.Bloom (Buffalo Pound Lake), inket print on

dibond (3), 30.5 x 96.5 x 2.5 cm, 2020

     Images used by the artist with permission of

the Global Institute for Water Security

biography list of works

(opposite) Source (Glacial Falls), inkjet prints on vinyl
(10), 61.0 x 80.6 cm each, 2019
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